
GUARDIAN
Wireless Falls Alarm System
Compatible with major nurse call systems!



The Guardian's transmitters

feature a long battery life; no

need to worry about

constantly changing batteries!

The Guardian can be

partnered with the Universal

Safe Roll, forming a complete

falls alarm package!

INNOVATIVE IDEAS
The Guardian is an enabler. It has the

potential to offer greater freedoms to

both user and carer as well as providing

safety and peace of mind. 

Redefining Falls
Alarm Systems

Harvest Healthcare are delighted to

showcase our new, game changing

falls alarm system, the Guardian

Wireless Alarm System.

 

A streamlined wireless design that

fits perfectly into any nurse call

system, our Guardian is specifically

made to address the limitations of

traditional falls alarm systems. 

Less Wires
Less Hassle

Georgia Basic Recliner Chair

Seat Mat with Pocket 
HJM343S



Description

Transmitter
HJM341

Intuitive, Refined and
Effective 

An important consideration when

designing the Guardian was to take into

account the vast variety of different

environments and situations the system

would be introduced into. For this reason,

the Guardian will seamlessly integrate into

any nurse call system; meaning you do not

need to replace your existing system.

Compatibility 

PIONEERING SAFETY

Receiver
HJM340

Compatible with major nurse

call systems. 

Harvest Healthcare's Guardian falls alarm

system seeks to simplify and streamline

both the setup process and everyday

operation. It is designed to be

straightforward and intuitive, dramatically

improving the everyday duties of your staff.

 

The system was created with ease of

setup as a top priority; no more wasted

time fumbling with wires and straining to

wrap your head around complex manuals.

The Guardian setup is a simple plug-and-

go formula with both floor and seat mats

having identical procedures. Simply

connect, and the Guardian will take care of

the rest. 

Ease of Use

The Guardian was designed with safety

at the forefront of mind and it aims to

be as equally liberating as it is secure.



www.harvesthealthcare.co.uk

sales@harvesthealthcare.co.uk

+44 (0)1709 377172

Mattress Mat with Pocket
HJM343M

Floor Mat HJM301

How to Buy

To order, or for more information on the

Guardian Wireless Alarm System, please get in

touch with our friendly and informative team or

alternatively visit our website.

Woburn Profiling Bed
HLB791.03

Fire-Tech 7 Comfort Static Mattress
HSMFIRET.CFT

Uncompromising
Safety

Definitive Falls
Alarm System

As the industry strives to promote

and encourage independence and

movement, the need for effective

and safe alarm systems is rapidly

increasing. The Guardian can

reduce side rail use, provide sensors

for communal areas such as

lounges and help residents have

freedom without compromising

safety.

The Guardian's fundamental purpose is to

act as a  warning system to alert nurses

and carers to unexpected and potentially

dangerous movements from users.

Triggered by a release or applied pressure

to a surface, the Guardian can be

configured to suit an extensive range of

situations and requirements.  

The Guardian system can be used to

make a diverse range of scenarios much

safer, providing a vital increase in

response time in the event of a potential

incident.
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